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Introduction  

The G15 is the voice of London’s largest housing associations. Our members provide homes 

for one in ten Londoners and own or manage more than 650,000 homes across the country. 

We’re independent, charitable organisations and all the money we make is reinvested in 

building more affordable homes and delivering services for our residents. Each G15 member 

is different, but we’re all striving towards the same goal – to help solve the housing crisis and 

improve the lives of our residents. 

After 18 months of much-needed and much-welcomed emergency budget interventions by 

the government in response to the coronavirus pandemic, this multi-year spending review is 

a chance to set out a clear route forwards on how we will build back better as a country to 

deliver a fair recovery. 

As part of Spending Review 2021, we are calling for the government to: 

• Protect leaseholders from building safety costs. 

• Prepare for the challenge of achieving net-zero carbon by turbo-charging 
decarbonisation in social housing. 

• Promote a strong and fair recovery from the pandemic for our residents and 
communities. 
 

Making these important commitments will ensure the government is providing a strong 

foundation from which to support levelling-up the country.  

The following document summarises the key areas where we feel the government should 

focus new investment and commitments on in the spending review. By implementing these 

practical and impactful measures, alongside maintaining stability for housing associations’ 

key rental income and delivering further investment in new affordable homes, the 

government can help G15 members to play our full role in tackling the housing crisis and 

supporting more people to live well.  
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Protect leaseholders from building safety costs 

The building safety crisis presents the most significant challenge to the entire housing 

sector, including housing associations, over the short and medium term.  

Collectively, the G15 is forecasting to spend £3.6bn on building safety works and activity by 

2036, and members have already spent approximately £455m on these essential works 

since 2019.  

The resources that G15 members have forecasted will need to be invested in building safety 

works and activity is equivalent to the housing association investment required to build 

approximately 72,000 new affordable homes.  

In addition to the impact of this crisis on the resources of housing associations that could 

otherwise be invested in building new homes, maintaining existing residents’ homes, and 

providing services, every day our members hear from leaseholders about the impact this 

crisis is having on them. Our residents are deeply concerned about potential costs they may 

face, and that is why a more comprehensive government-led solution must be brought 

forward.  

In Spending Review 2021 the government should:  

• Protect leaseholders from building safety costs by fully-funding remediation 

works that cannot be recovered via insurance and warranty.  

Our members are protecting leaseholders as far as possible from costs by pursuing 

developers and contractors to fund and put issues right. However, as organisations with 

charitable duties, we are required to recover costs where the terms of a lease specify, but 

this will only be as a last resort. The government’s support for protecting leaseholders from 

certain costs in buildings above 18 metres in height is welcome, but should be extended to 

all works that are required in all buildings.  

We agree that a risk-based proportionate approach should be taken to ensure that buildings 

that pose relatively low-risk are not caught up in the building safety crisis, but where works 

are required, the government should ensure that leaseholders do not end up footing the bill.  

• Allow social housing providers to access the Building Safety Fund for all 

homes regardless of tenure. 

Currently, social housing providers are only able to access the Building Safety Fund for 

costs that would otherwise have to be met by leaseholders in buildings above 18m in height. 

Full access for social housing providers to an enlarged fund would allow resources currently 

being reserved for building safety works that are required due to new government regulation 

and/or failure by developers to build homes to specification to be invested in new and 

existing homes. Currently, private landlords are given full access to the fund and social 

housing providers are not, meaning the rent and service charges of all our residents – not 

just those living in affected buildings – will need to be used to meet costs that have resulted 

from construction industry and regulatory failure.  

• Remove VAT from remediation works to maximise the value of resources being 

invested.    

In order to maximise the investment our members and others are making in building safety 

works, we believe that zero-rating VAT on building safety activity, alongside making 

spending in recent years VAT-recoverable, is a sensible and proportionate move that will 
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allow more resources to be directed at fixing the problems we are facing. Taking the G15’s 

£3.6bn VAT-inclusive spending plans, removing VAT could potentially make £720m of this 

resource available to support works and related activity rather than being lost to taxation.  

Furthermore, by making VAT recoverable on works already undertaken since the tragic 

Grenfell Tower fire in 2017, we estimate that this would return approximately £91m to G15 

members (based on available spending figures from 2019 to 2021). This would further help 

support organisations to deliver building safety works and our other important activities that 

are supporting residents to live well.  

We of course recognise the pressure on the government’s resources, especially in light of 

the necessary spending in response to the pandemic. However, this sensible and 

proportionate measure would make a real difference by supporting building owners to make 

progress more quickly on assessing and remediating buildings where works are required 
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Prepare for the challenge of achieving net-zero carbon by 

turbo-charging decarbonisation in social housing 

The built environment sector creates up to 40 per cent of UK greenhouse gas emissions. It’s 

therefore absolutely clear that our existing homes and those we will build in the future have a 

critical role to play in tackling the climate emergency, whilst creating more jobs and boosting 

the economy in the process.  

The social housing sector is facing costs of between £13,000 to £25,000 to bring an energy-

inefficient home up to an EPC rating of C, not including the investment required to develop 

new skills and technologies. Decarbonising Britain’s homes is a huge challenge, but one that 

G15 members are determined to play our part in.  

However, with continued uncertainty over targets and definitions, progress on meeting the 

challenge of achieving net-zero carbon is being hampered. The £3.8bn Social Housing 

Decarbonisation Fund is extremely welcomed, but allocation of this funding must be brought 

forward, and housing associations given full access to bid.  

In Spending Review 2021 the government should: 

• Increase funds available through Wave 2 of the Social Housing 

Decarbonisation Fund (SHDF) and speed-up allocations of the SHDF over a 5-

year period, rather than the current 10-years.  

The SHDF is extremely welcome and many G15 members are engaged with Wave 1 

projects already through local authority led consortia. However, now that the pilot phase of 

the SHDF is complete, it is imperative that the remaining resources within the fund are 

brought forward over a more ambitious timeframe to help kickstart retrofit and 

decarbonisation activity.  

Similarly, housing associations, especially ones with larger amounts of stock, are in a good 

position to scale-up the impact of the fund by working across different localities and sharing 

best practice. Therefore, housing associations should be allowed to bid directly to the fund 

as soon as possible.  

• Recognise the generational challenge of meeting net-zero carbon by providing 

funding certainty for housing associations over the next 10 years beyond the 

SHDF.  

The £3.8bn earmarked for the SHDF is a terrific statement of intent from the government 

and, if brought forward quickly and with housing associations given full access, will set the 

sector up well to begin to meet the decarbonisation challenge.  

To further support longer-term change, the government should use the spending review to 

set out its future intentions around funding for housing decarbonisation. By providing 

certainty over a longer period, the government can support housing associations and others 

to plan investment decisions and avoid peaks and troughs as funding opportunities begin 

and end, and to plan through any future economic downturns that may arise by having 

certainty over funding.  

• Support housing providers to prepare for meeting net-zero carbon by urgently 

confirming what targets, definitions, and exemptions will be set. 

Achieving net-zero carbon emissions by 2050, as the government is currently committed to, 

is an ambitious and much-needed target that will help drive change across the economy and 
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wider society. Housing has a key role to play in meeting this objective, and G15 members 

are well on the way to meeting the existing target for social housing properties to meet EPC 

C by 2030.  

To provide clarity and certainty that supports investment decisions, policy approaches, and 

selection of technologies, the government should urgently confirm what further targets will be 

set, what definitions will be used to confirm what achieving net-zero looks like, and what if 

any exemptions will be included. 
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Promote a strong and fair recovery from the pandemic for 

our residents and communities 

As organisations that operate across the country, we have seen the impact of the pandemic 

on our residents and especially those who already faced challenges and inequalities. 

London has been hardest hit of any region in the country by the pandemic, with higher job 

losses coupled with existing income inequality in London that is twice the level compared to 

the rest of the UK. The capital also faces higher poverty and child poverty rates, alongside 

the highest proportion of Universal Credit recipients.  

To achieve a fair recovery, levelling-up will be as necessary within London as it is across the 

country.  

The pandemic has brought into stark relief the need to do much more to improve 

employment and training opportunities for our communities, alongside tackling health 

inequalities and how the social security system can better support people when they need it.  

As we support efforts to build back better, we want to work with communities and all levels of 

government to improve outcomes for our residents. This ambition extends beyond ensuring 

access for more people to an affordable, safe, and secure home, but also to improving 

people’s health and wellbeing, supporting more people to gain skills, and to secure 

employment opportunities.  

In Spending Review 2021 the government should: 

• Strengthen the social security safety net by maintaining the Universal Credit 

uplift and extending it to all legacy benefits, alongside ensuring Local Housing 

Allowance rates rise to meet growing costs. 

The Universal Credit uplift of £20 per week has been an absolutely vital lifeline for so many 

people, including many of our residents. With rising energy and food costs, it is illogical to 

remove over £1,000 from the budgets of people who can least afford it.    

A wider conversation is needed around the current effectiveness of the social security 

system to both act as a safety net for people and to support people into work and training 

where they are able to.  

• Commit to a multi-year comprehensive education catch-up programme to 

ensure no child or young person is left behind and allow social housing 

providers to bid directly into the UK Shared Prosperity Fund to support 

residents into employment. 

Many of our members have supported children and young people to continue learning during 

lockdowns by providing access to free laptops and the internet. As the government has 

recognised, there is a pressing need to ensure that no child or young person is left behind as 

a result of the pandemic, and this should be supported with a longer-term and more 

comprehensive catch-up programme. Several G15 members are already providing tutoring 

programmes for residents and other similar initiatives should be supported by government.  

Likewise, housing associations are providing effective employment and training services for 

residents and are therefore well placed to help deliver on the ambitions of the new UK 

Shared Prosperity Fund. The government should provide direct opportunities to engage in 

the investment framework to housing associations, which would help maximise the 

additionality partnerships and existing resources that are being invested could have.  
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• Enable more people to live-well independently by delivering a long-term plan 

for the future of the social care system recognising the vital role of housing. 

The recent announcements around the funding of the NHS and adult social care system are 

a welcome injection of much-needed resources. However, whilst this funding will assist the 

NHS and address some capacity issues within adult social care, a longer-term vision for the 

future of the system is still required. At the heart of this must be the vital role housing has to 

play in a person’s health and wellbeing.  

Several G15 members provide a range of care and support services, including services and 

accommodation that support people with mental health needs and learning disabilities. By 

supporting more people to live well independently and with a stronger focus on reablement, 

we can support both the NHS and the care system. To achieve this, the role a good home 

that meets the needs of people through their life is critical.  

Therefore, an important part of the conversation on the future of adult social care must 

include housing associations as both providers of many care and support services, but also 

as housing providers who can help improve the suitability of our existing and future homes to 

better meet people’s needs, if we are supported to do so. This also requires the race to the 

bottom on care commissioning to stop, where price now regularly outweighs quality to an 

uncomfortable level in tendering exercises, and the spending review is a chance to direct 

more resource towards raising the bar on service levels through commissioning.  
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Summary of Spending Review 2021 Proposals 

Spending Review 2021 should:  

Protect 

 

• Protect leaseholders from building safety costs by fully-funding remediation works 

that cannot be recovered via insurance and warranty. 

• Allow social housing providers to access the Building Safety Fund for all homes 

regardless of tenure. 

• Remove VAT from remediation works to maximise the value of resources being 

invested.    

 

Prepare 

 

• Increase funds available through Wave 2 of the Social Housing Decarbonisation 

Fund (SHDF) and speed-up allocations of the SHDF over a 5-year period, rather than 

the current 10-years.  

• Recognise the generational challenge of meeting net-zero carbon by providing 

funding certainty for housing associations over the next 10 years beyond the SHDF.  

• Support housing providers to prepare for meeting net-zero carbon by urgently 

confirming what targets, definitions, and exemptions will be set. 

 

Promote 

 

• Strengthen the social security safety net by maintaining the Universal Credit uplift 

and extending it to all legacy benefits, alongside ensuring Local Housing Allowance 

rates rise to meet growing costs. 

• Commit to a multi-year comprehensive education catch-up programme to ensure no 

child or young person is left behind and allow social housing providers to bid directly 

into the UK Shared Prosperity Fund to support residents into employment. 

• Enable more people to live-well independently by delivering a long-term plan for the 

future of the social care system recognising the vital role of housing. 

 

 


